Accessibility, Diversity
& Standards
Having worked well together on both Diversity
Committee and LGBT+ Lib Dems exec, we intend to
play to our strengths and support each other in this
challenging role.

Lucy Tonge

Andrew Rushton
(He/Him)

(She/Her)

Passionate disability advocate
Worked with multiple charities, inc. Mind
& Time To Change
Two years on LGBT+ LD Exec
Served as Disability Rep on Diversity
Committee for the last year

Previous safeguarding
experience, helping coach
children in sports.
Served on Diversity Committee
over the last year as LGBA+ Rep.
YL Rep on LGBT+ LD Exec

If elected, we will:

Consult the membership:
Run bi-monthly focus groups and create an anonymous comment box in
order to gain a better understanding from members on how to improve
diversity. As ADS officers, we will feed back relevant points to the
Executive.
Focus on inclusion:
Push for the continuation of hybrid conferences, to ensure no one is
excluded.
Arrange for diverse speakers to give talks to YL - applying for a budgeted
spending fee to ensure both quality of speakers and paying people for
their time.
Build relationships:
Reach out to other AO's within the party to improve diversity on a federal
level.
Work closely with Comms committee in producing materials and graphics
for focus days.
Together with Diversity Committee, we hope to continue to improve
diversity and accessibility within the Young Liberals.

@lucyisabella_
@andyrushton123

lucyisabella@btinternet.com
andrewrushton1@hotmail.co.uk

Lucy Tonge and Andrew Rushton for Accessibility, Diversity and Standards Officers:
Having worked well together on both Diversity Committee and LGBT+ Lib Dems Exec, we
intend to play to our strengths and support each other in this challenging role.
Lucy Tonge (She/Her) Experience:
- Passionate disability advocate.
- Worked with multiple charities, inc. Mind & Time for Change.
- Two years on LGBT+ Exec.
- Served as Disability Rep on Diversity Committee for the last year.
Andrew Rushton (He/Him) Experience:
- Previous safeguarding experience, helping coach children in sports.
- Served on Diversity Committee over the last year as LGBA+ Rep.
- YL Rep on LGBT+ LD Exec.
If elected, we will:
Consult the membership:
- Run bi-monthly focus groups and create an anonymous comment box in order to
gain a better understanding from members on how to improve diversity. As ADS
officers, we will feed back relevant points to the Executive.
Focus on inclusion:
- Push for the continuation of hybrid conferences, to ensure no one is excluded.
- Arrange for diverse speakers to give talks to YL- applying for budgeted spending to
ensure both quality of speakers and paying people for their time.
Build relationships:
- Reach out to other AO’s within the party to improve diversity on a federal level.
- Work closely with Comms committee in producing materials and graphics for focus
days
Together with Diversity Committee, we hope to continue to improve diversity and
accessibility within the Young Liberals.
Social Media:
Twitter: @lucyisabella_ / @andyrushton123
Email: lucyisabella@btinternet.com / andrewrushton1@hotmail.co.uk

